Zack's Alligator
Book by Shirley Mozelle, illustrated by James Watts

Name ____________________ Date _______
Circle the "snake" Bridget fought:

Circle the compound words:
sidewalk friend inside anything
mailman something seesaw
alligator
cartwheel
shrinking
fountain
policeman slurped
Draw a box around the words that
have the same vowel sound as Zack:
mail faucet splash
called
Glades
snakes
dad
that attacked park
Finish writing the hyphenated words:
me_ _ y-go-r _ _ n d
fu_ _ y-wu _ _ y
hop-s _ _ _ _ ed

Zack's Alligator KEY
Book by Shirley Mozelle, illustrated by James Watts

Name ____________________ Date _______
Circle the "snake" Bridget fought:

Circle the compound words:
sidewalk friend inside anything
mailman something seesaw
alligator cartwheel shrinking
fountain policeman slurped
Draw a box around the words that
have the same vowel sound as Zack:
mail faucet splash
called Glades snakes
dad that attacked park
Finish writing the hyphenated words:
merry-go-round
fuzzy-wuzzy
hop-skipped

Name ________________________________

Date________________
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